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Editorial
Numerous studies in the field of cancer biology prove that the development of any
tumor goes through the stages of initiation, promotion and progression. The first genomedestabilizing event directs cells to the pathway of mutation accumulation, which ultimately
leads to tumor development. Over the past decade, a large number of genome destabilizing
factors were discovered. These include such as chemical mutagens, radiation, oncoviruses,
insolation and the like. Animal viruses are among the least proven group of risk factors capable
of initiating tumor growth. Skeptics argue that animal viruses do not penetrate the cells, and
therefore do not initiate tumor growth [1]. Opponents of this statement give experimental
data indicating the existence of more complex mechanisms of cancer initiation by zoonotic
viruses.
Regular epidemiological observations indicate an increase in the number of cancer
patients among food industry workers engaged in the primary processing of animal raw
materials [2]. These studies are difficult to consider as a set of artifacts, since most of them
were carried out on large samples in compliance with procedure of statistical data processing
including control samples. In particular, long-term observations of poultry workers revealed
higher incidence of lung cancer rather than in control sample. Sample size amount in this
study is totals 30 411 people. Based on the calculations, the authors suggested that the
observed effect has a biological nature and requires molecular confirmation [3].
At the molecular level, Bovine leukemia virus (BLV) was actively examined as a risk factor
for cancer initiation. The first studies revealed no link between the virus and human cancer.
This conclusion was considered proven until the end of the last century, but later studies
conducted at a new technical level, questioned the validity of these results. In particular,
antibodies to the capsid protein р24 were found in the blood of volunteers. In an extended
study, it was shown that antibodies of all four isotypes (IgG1, IgM, IgA, and IgG4) are able to
circulate in human blood [4]. In our study, the presence of viral RNA was detected in several
donor blood samples as a result of PCR screening conducted in 2012-2013. Recently, antibodies
to the р24 capsid protein were found in blood samples from patients at Kaiser Permanente
Hospital [5]. In addition, fragments of virus DNA were detected in the same samples. However,
the question of whether the virus can initiate tumor development remains open.
Interesting data was collected by Brazilian colleagues [6]. It is found that the genomic
copy of BLV can be detected in both the tumor tissue of the breast and in the healthy tissue
of the mammary gland. However, in tumor samples, the virus was detected much more often.
Based on those results authors suggested that BLV virus is associated with the development
of breast cancer in humans [6].
The role of Mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) in the initiation of human breast
cancer is also poorly understood [7]. Not all infected patients develop a tumor, which suggests
the existence of a more complex mechanism of virus involvement in the initiation of tumor
growth. It should be noted that the mouse ММTV and ММTV -like human virus are two
different variants. Their genome coincides by 95%.
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A new concept may be proposed to explain how animal viruses
can penetrate human cells and initiate tumor growth. This was
made possible by advanced analysis of somatic tissues using RNA
sequencing recently published in Science [8]. In this study, high
genetic heterogeneity of histologically unchanged somatic tissues
was found. This suggests a spontaneous appearance of proteins
on the outer surface of cell that can serve as an input to the virus.
The appearance of viral entry as a result of somatic mutation can
be considered as a risk factor for tumor growth initiation. This
model assumes that the penetration of virus is sufficient to initiate
tumor growth, but its subsequent functioning doesn’t contribute
to disease progression. Thus, zoogenic viruses have a chance to
penetrate “cells of risks” due to certain mutations.
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